Considering the challenges posed by home schooling, and those faced by teachers in schools
for vulnerable and key-worker children that have remained open, we are putting out a
nationwide call to schools & parents to get kids to draw their own Bottle Moments, with the
opportunity of having their picture drawn by Bottle Moments cartoonist, Rob Murray, printed
on a special mug, and presented to them in person by Good Morning Britain host, Ben
Shephard!

This is my Bottle Moment! To have you ALL back at school in my ART Room!

What is your Bottle Moment?
1. Draw your choice of Bottle or you can collect a printed bottle from the School Reception at either
Greenwood Road or Sneinton Boulevard.
2. Draw what you are dreaming of once the pandemic is over. You can be as wacky or weird and
wonderful as you like. You don’t have to be the greatest artist we just want to see what you are
looking forward to.
3. Get your parent, teacher, career or a friend/family member to send a picture of your drawing to
Mrs Lineker. Make sure they add a description of your Bottle Moment, include your age!

The Competition
There are 4 entries based on four age categories (which is why you need to include your age!):
Under 5s
6 – 8 years
9 – 11 years
12 – 16 years
Send all your entries to Mrs. Lineker on either:
Teams _ Mrs. Linekers Art Channel OR Class DoJo OR on our Twitter site @NottmPrimary

Remember you can collect a template from either schools and then you just need to take a photo
of it and send it to me. OR you can copy and paste this link here and print the template at home

https://www.bottlemoments.com/templates

The closing date is yet to be confirmed but don’t worry you have plenty of time!

GOOD LUCK EVERYONE!

